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Governance Agglomeration
● Canonical sources of agglomeration:

○ Common labor pools
○ Positive knowledge externalities/spillovers
○ Providing industry-specific public goods

● World-cities literature (esp. Taylor, Sassen) argues that these principles apply 
to transnational knowledge-sector firms, such as advanced producer services

● Taylor (2005), Acuto (2013), and Derudder and Taylor (2018) demonstrate 
that governance entities also have networked geographies but that these 
differ across sectors
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2) How can we explain that 
interrelationship?
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● Bourdieu’s discussion of bodily habitus influential in 
non-representational thought (Thrift, 2008)

● Casey (2001) uses habitus as a foundation for 
theorizing the effects of an embeddedness in place



Use of Bourdieu in
Geography

● Spigel (2017) field theory as a way to study the 
formation of entrepreneurial cultures

Field



The Potential

“The idea of the field 
could, I think, be recast 
without much difficulty 
around a more complex 
spatiality, involving 
multiple and overlapping 
spaces, network 
approaches as well as 
theories of space that 
emphasize 
discontinuity, 
fragmentation and 
contradiction” (Painter, 
2002, p. 257)



Spatial Capital
● Many uses of the concept in 

past decade to spatialize 
Bourdieu’s field theory (Mace, 
2017)

● Many of these are hard to 
distinguish from simple 
locational advantages

● Alternative approach is to think 
of spatial capital as arising from 
intersection between fields via 
geographic space (Gallemore, 
Nielsen, and Jespersen, 
Forthcoming, EPA)
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Data
● Reducing Emissions from 

Deforestation and Forest 
Degradation (REDD+)

● Network of approximately 1,200 
organizations and 4 relations, 
represented as 4 bipartite networks

● Collected from databases of pilot 
projects, publications, and websites 
of standard-setting committees, 
supplemented by extensive desk 
research to code key variables



Identifying Activity Profiles - Finite Mixture Models



Not About Sectors . . .



Agglomeration only Works for Some . . .



Evidence of Field-Specific Agglomeration (* = sig. At 
0.05; ** = sig. at 0.01; *** = sig. At 0.001)



Conclusions
● Different fields have different transnational network geographies (Taylor, 

2005; Derudder & Taylor, 2018)
● Elites in a given fields may benefit from spatial capital arising from 

connections to other fields through geographic space
● A the transnational scale, the combination of agglomeration and spatial 

capital helps explain the emergence of field-specific power relations


